Improved early drug candidate safety assessment

Introduction

Data Management

Resulting from the eTOX project, eTOXsys is an essential software solution
that can deliver improved early drug candidate safety assessment through
intuitive access to proprietary toxicology data and predictive models.

•

Proprietary, in-house data in SEND
(Standard for Exchange of Nonclinical
Data) submission format can be imported
into eTOXsys via a separate tool.

•

The ontology used by eTOXsys has
been developed by pathologists and
toxicologists to ensure data consistency.

eTOXsys is a modular system that brings together the following:			
			
• High value proprietary data
• Verified predictive models
• A consistent ontology

The Data
eTOXsys delivers access to highly relevant proprietary and
public data, delivered by pharmaceutical organisations,
through the eTOX database.

The chemical space covered by the eTOX database is
highly relevant for drug discovery and development. Figure
2 provides a visualisation of the clear correlation of the
chemical space of the eTOX database when compared to
that of marketed drugs.

The eTOX database contains over 1,900 compounds and
8,000 associated repeat dose studies*. This data has
been derived from proprietary data donated by the 13
pharmaceutical eTOX partners. Figure 1 shows the spread of
treatment related histopathology findings in the database.

*correct at time of writing
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The highly valuable and structurally relevant data
delivered through eTOX provides a useful resource for the
development and provision of predictive models. Expert
model developers have provided well-documented and
verified predictive models for endpoints including ADME,
organ toxicity and target safety pharmacology. Built on a
chemical space that is highly relevant to drug development
and accessed via the intuitive eTOXsys interface, these
models provide a valuable aid to decision making on
drug candidates.

Improved early safety assessment of drug candidates:
The data and prediction models provided through eTOXsys
can help reduce the chance of late-stage attrition, reducing
the time and money spent on drug candidates that will not
make it to the market.
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The Predictive Models

Best in class for proprietary data: 			
eTOXsys provides access to pharmaceutical proprietary data
based on a chemical space that is highly relevant to drug
discovery and development.
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Figure 1: The top 10 treatment related histopathology findings in the database (as of November 2016)

Key:
Marketed drugs = DrugBank Approved v5.0.3
eTOX = eTOX 25/10/2016

Several models have been created in eTOXlab, an open
source modelling framework for developing, using and
maintaining predictive eTOXsys models1. These models
can be augmented with suitable in-house data, resulting in
enhanced predictivity for proprietary chemical space.

Features and Benefits
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Figure 2: A representation of chemical coverage in the eTOX
database when compared to marketed drugs. (Visualisation
produced in StarDrop, Optibrium Ltd, Cambridge, UK)
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Improved knowledge-based decision-making:
New drug candidates with similar structures or
pharmacological effects, can be compared head-to-head
with eTOX data and models to facilitate decision making.

Rapid assessment of drug candidates:
		
Both read-across and in silico predictions can be reviewed
seamlessly within one software solution.
Predictions relevant for user’s chemical space:
Using eTOXlabs to train models on in-house data can
increase the relevancy of predictions.
Optimise early in vitro and in vivo studies:
Data and predictions from eTOXsys can provide valuable
insight into potential toxicity liabilities of early drug
candidates allowing early in vitro and in vivo studies 		
to be tailored.

About Molecular Networks

About Lhasa Limited

Molecular Networks GmbH
provides multifaceted,
innovative software to the
chemical, biotechnology and
pharmaceutical industry.
The company’s core
strength and expertise is chemoinformatics with a focus on
applications for in silico profiling, evaluating and assessing
chemical compounds and finding new chemical entities.

Lhasa Limited is an
active, scientific research
organisation working
to promote the use of
computer aided reasoning
in chemistry and the life
sciences. Areas of specialisation include the development
of software for toxicology and metabolism prediction, and
data management.

Founded in 1997 and headquartered in Nürnberg,
Germany, Molecular Networks’ technology is utilised
worldwide in major industrial and academic research and
discovery laboratories to design and optimize chemical
products and processes.

Working closely with Lhasa Limited members and the
broader scientific community, Lhasa continues to draw on
over 30 years of experience to create user-friendly, state-ofthe-art in silico prediction and database systems.

About eTOX
The eTOX project was a 7
year collaboration funded
by the Innovative Medicines
Initiative Joint Undertaking.
It brought together pharmaceutical companies, data
curation experts, world leading modellers and expert
scientific software developers to leverage unpublished and
proprietary data to enhance the safety of drug candidates.

The project aimed to develop innovative methodological
strategies and novel software tools able to predict the
in vivo toxicology of new molecular entities by means of
information that is available in the early stages of the drug
development pipeline.
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